REMOTE SESSION DRUMMING

HOW TO BECOME A

PART 3
THE MUSIC

REMOTE
SESSION
DRUMMER
Studio? Check. Drums? Check. Clients? Check. Okay,
what’s next? Yes! It’s time to play some drums. Let’s
do this. It’s music time. Time to nail this track…
WORDS: JAMES HESTER

W

ith your business all
set up, contacts made,
website generating
work, requests and
agreements being
made, your carefully
JAMES HESTER selected mics, preamps and perfect sounding
drum room are all awaiting the most critical
James has a diverse CV
part of the process – playing the drums. This is
from Island Universal/
Domino Records artists
the easy bit though, right? This is why we’re
Malakai and Portishead’s here? To play the drums? Well, in this final
Geoff Barrow to punk
part of the series we’ll focus on some of the
nutters Cars On Fire and
key skills that clients will expect from you and
Pitchshifter’s Mark
Clayden. He is Head of
give you some pointers on how to develop
Drums at BIMM Bristol
them so that when the red light goes on,
and author of the
you’re not falling at the final hurdle.
critically acclaimed drum
As we’ve already found out, money
book Mind Over Meter.
doesn’t buy you the ability to do anything;
hard work, talent, dedication and a deeper
understanding of music are the order of the
day, whether you’re just starting out or have
a few Grammys next to your gold discs. One
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of the main differences between remote and
regular sessions is that you are ‘everyone’:
studio manager, engineer, co-producer,
musician, tea boy, cleaner… However, the
engineering skills that we focussed on last
month need to be left to one side for the
duration of the song; now it’s time to perform!
Checking a mic gain setting halfway through a
track means losing focus on the music and
that has to be at the forefront of your mind.
Being organised and having a focussed way of
working takes time and development – set
yourself briefs, record yourself playing to
tracks, be ultra critical – your clients will be.
Getting yourself into a pattern will save time
and allow you to focus on the song, rather
then playing a killer take only to find you
haven’t record-armed a track or miss hitting a
snare backbeat because you were looking at
your preamp levels… So let’s look at what we
need to be able to deliver once we hear that
two bar count-off in our headphones…
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Whether you’re recording at a
studio, as Ash Soan is here, or
at home, focusing on and playing
for the track remains the same

SESSION POSSESSION

T

here are several differences
between remote sessions and
traditional sessions, but the
ultimate centre point – playing
the drums – remains the same.
If you cannot deliver great-sounding tracks,
with great time and with a high degree of
musicality, no amount of great gear is going to
help you. As Russ Miller explains, “Playing is
the biggest part of it. I know guys don’t want

to hear it because it implies a lot of hard work
and effort, but if everyone could do it,
everyone would be doing it!”
We all know the guys that get the big calls,
we see their names in this very magazine and
in the album credits all the time, but what do
people like Ralph Salmins think they bring to
the table? “Critical skills of a great session
drummer,” Ralph tells us, “are: 1) Playing in
time. The number one thing. If you can’t do

“PLAYING IN TIME IS THE NUMBER ONE
THING. IF YOU CAN’T DO THAT THEN IT’S
GOING TO BE DIFFICULT…”
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that successfully then it’s going to be difficult;
2) Understanding what you need to play for
the song; 3) Getting a great feel; 4) Getting a
great sound – crucial. If you’re thinking about
doing it, focus on those and get them and try
to improve. I’m always working on these
things, trying to improve.”
These are big topics – things that take years
of development and an ongoing ‘Holy Grail’ in
terms of what clients want us to deliver, as
Cliff Jones explains: “Geoff Dugmore was the
drummer on one project and he’s one of the
go-to drummers for big UK mass-selling
records, with Ian Thomas and bass player Pino
Palladino. You go to them because they will do
the session in the way you want them, make it
sound amazing and do it within the time
constraints and budget that you’ve got.”
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REMOTE SESSION DRUMMING
When it comes to practising
for a session, try breaking
down your skills and working
on them individually

GOOD PRACTICE PRACTICE

S

o, what’s the best way to
practise in preparation for a
session? Well, as with anything
in this world, the best way is to
break down the skills into
smaller parts and work on
them: click-playing, pushing and pulling time,
beat placement, different backbeat
placements, different subdivision feels on the
hi-hat and ride, so many options and ideas,
and then – and this is the critical bit – put it
into context, record a track, feel and analyse
what effect it’s having on the music. It’s
important to take the time to do this for two
critical reasons:
1) As Charlie Parker said, “You’ve got to
learn your instrument. Then, you practise,
practise, practise. And then, when you finally
get up there on the bandstand, forget all that
and just wail.” Coming up with a part that
supports the music needs to be second
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nature, practising on a session is not the time
or the place to do it.
Russ Miller breaks it down for us:
“From understanding the subdivision to
the placement of notes in time, adjusting
the pocket with tension and release, the
dynamics of the piece. All of those are a
means to an end. All of those technical pieces
can’t be the focus when you’re on the
session. It’s too late then! That’s why it gets
done in the woodshed – practising, studying,
taking lessons, recording yourself. The things
that will affect the song the most are the
placement of notes in time in regards to
energy and release. Are you playing spot-on
with the click, are you playing a little ahead,
behind? If the song is relaxed then I’ll play
behind, if it’s more aggressive or a
dance-type track I’ll play more on the beat.
The point is that all of these things happen
but I’m not super conscious about it because
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Can you replicate James
Gadson with Bill Withers?
Know your references

JOB REFERENCES

A

side from the emotional feel of
instrumental music, there are several
other key ways in which a client might
point you in the right direction. For example,
when working with Cliff Jones, he will send me
some reference tracks for direction in terms of
both kit sound and drumming approach, as he
does when working with Ian Thomas.
“The thing with Ian is he’s so familiar with
genre,” says Cliff. “You can give him a precise
reference: Dusty Springfield ’67 or Atlantic
Memphis and he’ll know what that means. Mix
Motown ’65 with Janet Jackson ’87 – he’ll fuse
those together, because he understands styles
and repertoire. His understanding is often
better than the producer’s.”
The two important things to develop here
are a deep knowledge of music and then how

REFERENCES ARE
IMPORTANT AND
WILL AFFECT GEAR,
RECORDING AND
MUSIC CHOICES
if I was, I’d be playing drums, not music.”
2) You need to have options up your sleeve
when the client asks you to deliver what you
want them to. Very recently I was asked by
composer Benson Taylor to play on two film
trailers. Benson has written for Hollyoaks,
The Ricky Gervais Show, Superbowl XLIII, The
Dukes Of Hazzard, Clash Of The Titans,
Coca-Cola and Wal-Mart, amongst others. We
had a very quick turnaround (less than 24
hours) to record the drums and have them
mixed and in the States. They had very clear
ideas about certain fills in certain places but
other than that, the word that was used to
describe the track – and I tried to convey this
in my playing – was ‘urgency’; playing square
on the click, playing faster subdivisions with
broken, more angular-sounding patterns.
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Ralph sees understanding the emotion as
an important thing to interpret: “I think the
emotion is critical. Music has an effect and
whilst it happens more in film music for me,
it happens in all the music we record. So the
people I work for will tell us what effect
they’re looking for: this is really edgy, there’s
some tension going on, someone’s about to
get bitten, or a monster’s about to jump out
of a box, I need relaxation, tension, anger,
unabounded love, chaos, fury… all of these
things are important. If anyone says any of
these words, I will try to conjure these up on
the drum kit. Not because it’s a bit of a laugh
but because that’s the effect of the music. It
could be a little subjective in a song as you
may have to read into the lyrics and decide
what they mean to you.”

to replicate the feel and sound of those
references, as Ralph outlines: “You need to
know what your reference points are in music.
Extremely important. People will ask for a
Motown sound, Philadelphia sound, James
Gadson with Bill Withers – all these reference
points are important. These things will affect
gear choices, recording choices and music
choices so you must know your music.”
And it’s not just popular artists and styles
that are vital to your repertoire. The first piece
of film work I did was for an underwater
sequence filmed at Pinewood Studios (Alex
Pearson’s Bait – you can find it on YouTube).
As a big fan of Luc Besson films such as Ronin,
Leon, The Fifth Element and Nikita I became
interested in Besson’s regular film composer
Erik Serra, and used his programming ideas of
layering bells, hi-hats and rides along with
heavily reverberating drum sounds from the
film The Big Blue as my reference, layering
and overdubbing sounds over my kit part.
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REMOTE SESSION DRUMMING

A solid foundation between
the drums and bass is vital, it’s
critical to support the vocal

BEYOND THE BASS

W

hen coming up with a part that fits
the song, the starting point for
drummers is often locking in with
the bass player, but as our panel
suggest, perhaps this isn’t the only
critical thing to focus on. As Emre Ramazanoglu points
out, “I’ll pay very close attention to what the bass and
vocal are doing and focus a good deal of attention
towards supporting their parts and their development
within the song structure. Your position with the click
is really important, consistency first and then pushing
or pulling back beats or the whole take to ‘pocket the
track’. Obsess over this. It’s worth it!”
A solid foundation between the drums and bass is
vital, but just focussing on that may see you miss the
critical vibe of the song. Listening, understanding and
supporting the lyrics is as important as anything, as

ALL THE GEAR AND
ALL THE IDEA

T

here is a selection of gear that I
have ready to go for various sounds
that either myself or the client want
to use to achieve the required result. I use
various pieces of gear – Mapex Saturn kits,
Black Panther snares, Paiste cymbals,
Remo heads and Vic Firth sticks, along
with vintage and esoteric snares and bass
drums. There are so many manufacturers
and models out there that your creative
mind should never hit a brick wall! These
are the types of sounds that I look for in
my arsenal:

DRUMS

TOMS: Either a warm focused
tone, using coated double-ply
heads and die-cast hoops to
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Cliff Jones outlines from experience: “We had a
drummer work remotely on a singer/songwriter
project, and he failed to initially understand the
emotional context of the song. He was overplaying. I
think he was tracking to click and the backing track, so
no vocal. He was banging his way through the
sensitive parts of the song where he should have been
playing a leaner, more under-the-radar approach.
Drummers need to be sensitive to the vocal.”
Russ backs this up, telling us: “I play the drums with
the vocal. If I’m tracking by myself, I want click and
vocals in my ears. I make sure that everything I play
feels good in relation to the vocals, so that nothing I’m
doing gets in the way – from the timing, lyrical,
emotional perspective. If the vocal is serious or pretty,
I’m not slamming the drums. It all needs to make
sense. Then the next part is to get to the ensemble

achieve this. Great for funkier, jazzier and
more pop-orientated tunes. Or a clear,
defined, ‘fast’ sounding tone. I use clear
double-ply heads and triple-flanged hoops
for this. I use this for heavier or more
rocky songs where the tom sound needs to
be defined due to the speed of the fills.

and make sure that’s locked. A lot of people think that
you need to play with the bass player but the priority
needs to be the singer – it’s usually their gig, they are
the one delivering the song to the audience and our
job is to support that.” Striking the balance can be
tough at times. I recently worked with Porcupine Tree’s
Colin Edwin on bass and an Italian singer. My initial
idea of locking in with Colin’s bass-line and thinking
‘prog’ whilst supporting the emotion and lyrics turned
out not to be what the producer wanted – he wanted a
trip-hop approach where the drums interweaved and
worked around everything else – more like various
drum break ideas, whilst still marking the different
sections with fills and dynamic work, like a regular
drum part. Communication with the client is critical
but it’s at this point where the differences between a
regular session and a remote session appear.

believe the snare sound has the biggest
impact on getting the drums to sit with the
song so it’s worth spending time with this.

CYMBALS

BASS DRUMS: In terms of bass drums
I have both a heavily-damped and
ported drum and more open-sounding,
full-headed bass drum. These sounds can
fit a variety of music situations and have a
lot to do with sitting with the bass guitar
tone. I also have a jazzier-tuned 18" and a
huge sounding 26" marching bass drum
for the extremes.

HI-HATS/RIDE: I tend to
favour darker and smaller
hi-hats in the studio as I like
to try and keep as much out of the snare
microphone as possible. I tend to think
about how the open/closed hi-hat sound
sits with the track when selecting the right
ones. That said, if it’s a rip-roaring rock
tune, out come the 15"s! It’s similar with
ride cymbals and I try to match the decay,
pitch and bell sound with the track as
much as possible.

SNARES: Ranging from warm, bright, low,
mid or highly-tuned, dry, resonant – all of
which can be achieved with the size of the
drum, the material, the heads, snare
wires, hoops, tuning and dampening. I

CRASHES AND CHINAS: They are selected
on the pitch and decay – then how complex
they sound. For songs with more complex
instrumentation I will have simpler and
faster cymbals to stay out of the way. I

often pick cymbal tones that don’t get in
the way of the guitar tones – they sit under
or over. Be careful not to over-hit cymbals
as it restricts the amount of postproduction that can be done on the
overheads and will bleed heavily into the
other mics.

STICKS, BRUSHES
AND MALLETS AND
EVERYTHING ELSE…

Don’t mistake stick weight as
anything to do with how fast you can play!
It’s about tone. If you want a heavier,
woodier tone, pick a heavier wood stick –
like a 2B, if you want a lighter, thinner
tone, go for a lighter thinner stick such as
a 7A. The tips have a huge bearing on the
hi-hats and cymbals so if you want a
brighter defined sound, go with nylon tips,
if you want a truer, more rich sound, go
with wood tips. As with drums, tone and
volume are not the same thing: You can
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TOPPING THE
CHARTS AND
PICKING THE
PARTS

A

nother way a client may point you in
the direction they want to go is to
either send you a chart or to program
the type of drums they want – either way,
writing your own charts and reading/
interpreting a client’s chart is a skill that can
be developed. The critical thing is that when
you record the song it doesn’t sound like
you’re reading it – think of a bad actor reading
from a book; the words are right but the
intonation, the delivery, the emotion and the
impact are missing. Russ gets into the song
away from the kit before coming up with
ideas: “I listen to the song a lot before I play
it. I either get or write a chart and I spend
time listening to the vocal and the core
instruments’ phrasing. There’s no point in me
getting to the drums until I know what’s going
on with the story. I think that’s when the best
music happens, when you think like that.”

Writing out a chart or interpreting a client’s
chart is a skill that can be developed
play quietly with a big tone on the hi-hats by
playing the shoulder of the stick on the edge of the
cymbal or play loudly with a thinner tone by
playing the tip of the stick in the shoulder of the
cymbal. Phil Selway (Radiohead) and Clive
Deamer (Radiohead, Portishead, Roni Size) are
both masters of this.
Don’t forget the textures you can achieve with
brushes (think about supporting the vocal, if it’s a
legato, smooth swirling vocal, a crisp defined kit
sound is unlikely to support it), mallets, and all the
variety of ‘hitting things’ that we have at our
disposal now.
I also have a variety of random items and
percussion that I keep to-hand when the right
sound is needed. From broken cymbals, bath
chains, bells, gongs, rain sticks, various (like
15-plus) tambourines (in fact I’m on the quest for
the ultimate tambourine, I know it’s out there),
cowbells, congas, shakers, bongos… the list goes
on. I try to think of the sound that needs to go on
the track and then pick/make or get the right gear
to use accordingly.
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Working remotely, Ralph Salmins
admits he has to be more critical
of his own performance

CAUSING FEEDBACK

T

he way feedback on a part is delivered
is unique to the remote session. In a
regular setting, after playing a take,
you will get some instant feedback:
“Like the verse, change the fill into the
chorus to lock-in with the piano line,” etc. In a
remote setting, getting to where the client wants
you to be can take longer and possibly be
troublesome, as Pete Riley explains: “The distance
in time between coming up with an idea and getting
feedback from the artist can be frustrating and
lacking in spontaneity as you can sometimes start
down a certain route and go for the perfect take
only to eventually hear back from the client that
they’d prefer something else. In a regular session
these issues can be addressed immediately.”
Again, communication is the key but as Ralph

in the room with you, I may play a take and they
say, ‘Yeah love it, that’s all I need – perfect!’” Whilst
this may seem like a difficult issue to negotiate, Cliff
Jones sees this ‘distance’ as a bonus to the work
flow: “It often helps that you’re not in the room,
that you can make nice clean, objective judgements.
You’re not being influenced or concerned with
hurting their feelings – you just ask for a deeper or
more resonant snare or whatever you want. So it’s
an iterative process, so long as you’re familiar with
that process.” And so long as that process is
organised, it can be slick and quick, as Cliff explains
about a recent remote session: “The Pro-Tools
session went to the drummer along with reference
tracks – for sonics and feel, so they could hear how I
wanted the drum track to evolve, how there is a
story, a narrative in the drum track and emulate

“THE DISTANCE IN TIME BETWEEN COMING
UP WITH AN IDEA AND GETTING FEEDBACK
FROM THE ARTIST CAN BE FRUSTRATING”
explains, it’s one of the key issues he has with this
approach to work: “It’s much more difficult doing
remote sessions as you have to make all of the
decisions on your own. I do sometimes call the
composer or the producer and ask if they want just
cymbals at this point, or a snare on the second
verse because sometimes you just don’t know. If
you can get a decision from someone it helps, so a
phone call will often sort that out.” This can often
result in you doing lots of takes, giving the client
lots of options or second-guessing your own
playing. Ralph continues: “I have to decide about
the quality of the performance myself so I might
put myself under the microscope a little harder on a
remote session, whereas if there’s someone there

that vibe. So they then did some takes, sent back
some rough MP3s and by firing back emails
between us over the course of an evening we
arrived at a finished drum track.” There may be
some added bonuses to being in the room on your
own that you hadn’t considered too. Confession
time: I did, in fact, record those film trailers in my
boxer shorts (it was very hot in the studio). I’m not
alone here – Russ Miller admits to recording in his
pyjamas and Emre admits: “Maybe there’s a little
less pressure and the ability to do a few more takes
to really hone in on sections if you want to. It’s
certainly easier to experiment with both sonics and
parts working remotely. You can also wear shades
inside and no one minds.”
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BRIEF ENCOUNTER

Y

ou don’t want to be practising things
on a session, so what resources and
practice ideas are out there to help
you develop some of the key skills we’ve read
about so that when you get your brief from the
client, you can deliver?

TIME

No brainer! Play to a click, right? But can you
play square on the beat and bury the click? So
then how about being able to play with the
snare slightly behind the click whilst staying in
time? This is a big part of getting a big sound
like Phil Rudd or John Bonham. How about
playing an early bass drum on beat one and late
backbeats like Vinnie sometimes does? Or
slightly pushing time to create an urgency like
Stewart Copeland does, whilst staying in time?
Google ‘best drum trainer’ for a great online
click resource.

FEEL

Russ Miller: “The more you
record, the more you realise
your mistakes. It’s a great way
to develop your playing”

COMPLETING THE LOOP

W

hilst the ‘performance’ – the
actual recording of the client’s
track – needs to be done with a
musical and reactive mindset,
without thinking at all about
stickings or technique, an open,
critical and honest mind will see you noticing and
improving your playing through listening back to what
you have tracked.
Russ Miller addresses a common misconception about
people’s playing and how recording can highlight this:
“Anyone that records a lot will really have their eyes
opened to their playing. I get it at clinics where people
say, ‘I know you play on a lot of records but I sound better
live.’ No, you don’t! You just don’t have to hear it over and
over again. When you record you have to hear it over and
over. Live: it happened, it’s gone!” He goes on to explain
some of the things you may notice: “The more you
record, the more you realise your mistakes – if you’re

THE KEY SKILL IS
ALWAYS GOING TO BE
TO LISTEN AND TO
REACT TO WHAT YOU
ARE HEARING
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honest with yourself. It’s a great way to develop your
playing. I’m basically in a recording studio every day of
my life and I can hear the common problems, I’ve had the
chance to rectify them; such as every time I play a fill I
would rush the down-beat on the crash cymbal ahead of
the beat so I have to re-adjust, or realising I’m playing the
hi-hat too loud as it’s bleeding into the snare mic which
means I can’t bring up that channel. All those little issues
get worked out as you record a lot. I think owning the
gear to record can really help you iron those out.” There
are so many factors to consider, but as we saw in the first
article, the key skill is always going to be to listen – to
react to what you’re hearing and do the right thing to
support it, from getting the acoustics in the room right,
selecting and tuning the kit, selecting and placing the
mics, using EQ, coming up with a part through to
completing the loop and developing your playing so the
next time it sounds better. Because that’s what everyone
wants; for it to sound great – you, the client, through to
the most important person; the audience. As Ralph
explains, even if you’re one of the ‘go-to guys’ like he
is, you’re never finished improving: “That’s one of the
great things about hearing myself all the time recorded.
You can hear it and say, ‘That feels a bit ‘fronty’; that
needs to be a bit further back, that needs more energy,
that needs to be more chilled,’ etc. That’s a daily thing.
That’s the beauty of being human, we’re variable and we
celebrate it! Then we need to get it blended with different
players – a bass player might be in front or behind the
beat – get with it! We have to do different things everyday
and that’s fun!”

From a super-straight feel like JR Robinson or
Tony Thompson to super-swung like Peter
Erskine or Bernard Purdie through to the grey
‘in between the cracks’ feels of players like
Stanton Moore or Zigaboo Modeliste, being able
to dial in the subdivision and feel the undertow
of notes is a key way to make the song have the
right feel. Check out Russ Miller’s switch from a
16th-note triplet feel (swung bass drum) in the
verses to the super-straight 16th feel of the
choruses on Nelly Furtado’s ‘I’m Like A Bird’ –
creating a huge difference in feel between the
two sections: an urgent verse and a big
laid-back feeling chorus.

TRACKS

Use a resource such as Rhythm magazine’s
cover CD or Tommy Igoe’s Groove Essentials
books and CDs for recording, getting sounds,
trying out feels, fills and grooves, reading and
writing charts and getting recorded sounds that
fit the track. In terms of developing
groove-playing, Gary Chester’s New Breed,
David Garibaldi’s Future Sounds, Stanton
Moore’s Groove Alchemy, Mike Adamo’s
Breakbeat Bible and Zoro’s Commandments Of
R&B Drumming are great starting points.

PLAYING WITH THE VOCALS

Here are just a few great drummers that you
should be checking out and listening to how
they are supporting the vocal:
Steve Gadd (Paul Simon and James Taylor);
Carlos Vega (James Taylor); Jeff Hamilton
(Diana Krall, Barbara Streisand, Natalie Cole
– particularly on Cole’s Unforgettable record);
Steve White (Paul Weller); any drummer with
Steely Dan.
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